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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions:How many people use Dragon?On a PC?On a Mac?Just for dictation?Also for command-and-control?For more than 50% of the time?More than 80% of the time?How many people use speech on the iPhone?If not too many people go around the room what do you do, what do you use your idevices for and what are you hoping to learn?I’ll go first, I do writing, editing and research that often involves technology. I use an iPhone and iPad to try to make what I need to do on a computer and online more efficient, and I’m hoping to learn what you’re hoping to learn.

mailto:kim.patch@gmail.com
http://www.redstartsystems.com/
http://www.patchontech.com/


iOS and Speech
• Long press Siri

• Hey Siri (only when your phone is plugged in)

• Keyboard speech button

• Silent options

• Peripherals

• Apps (efficiency, timeshifting and macros)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first three bullets on the slide are the three ways you can use native speech on iOS device1. You can invoke Siri by holding down the button2. You can invoke Siri when your phone is plug-in by saying “Hey Siri”3. The keyboard speech button is on the system keyboard – it often doesn’t appear on third-party keyboards.4. Speech is a good input method when it works well, but it’s not always good to be speaking out loud. I’ll talk about silent or near silent speech option.5. There are some other ways to do input that are easier on your hands then regular typing. I’ll talk about those and also about some other peripherals designed to make using eye devices easier on your body.6. And also talk about some strategies and apps that might make things a little easier.



Siri Settings:
Settings/General/Siri
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To use Siri, you have to enable the Siri settings. I’ll talk about long press Siri first – to enable that make sure the first button on – slid to the right so it is green.I’ll talk about the Hey Siri option after that. The second button on this page enables that option. Also notice at the bottom of this page “My Info” option. If you enable this Siri will know your name and where you live. If you use Siri to get directions home without having to say your address will have to enable this.



Long Press Siri

Two types of long presses
1. Hold

Hold on the button while you say your question, 
then release when you are done

2. Release (easier on your hands)
Hold down the button until you hear the Siri 
beep, then release. Siri will sense when you are 
done or you can press the button again when you 
are done.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two types of Siri long presses. The first one is quicker, the second one is probably easier on your hands.[Demonstrate: Hi Siri are you there]



Long Press Siri

If there’s only one thing you remember 
from this talk, here’s the thing to 
remember:

Don’t speak until after you 
hear Siri beep.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You might’ve noticed there was some space between the Siri beep and when I started talking. It’s important to speak only after you hear Siri beep, and not anticipate things and speak too soon. Otherwise your message may be clipped. If Siri doesn’t hear the first word or the first piece of the first word your command is likely to be interpreted incorrectly. This is probably the most common cause of errors.



Long Press Siri

Two types of things you can say

1. Questions
Based on your question, Siri decides whether to 
do a web search, a Wolfram Alpha search or use 
an app to give you an answer

2. Commands
Ask Siri to open an app, show you a deeper look 
into an app, or use an app to carry out an action
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two types of things you can say to Siri. You can ask a question, and based on your question, Siri will decide what to do – a web search, Wolfram Alpha search or do something with an app.Or you can issue a command that directs Siri to do something more specific.Both types are useful. But it’s a better strategy to direct Siri more closely when you can because you can be more methodical in your wording, which makes good things happen for both Siri and you. Methodical commands are well recognized. And they become habit for you, which lowers cognitive load.



Command Wording

• It’s important to be consistent with commands
• So they become habit
• So you can lower cognitive load

Consistency = habit = easier
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to be consistent with commandsSo they become habitSo you can lower cognitive loadAlthough Siri is advertised as an input method that you can say anything to, strategic use of words makes Siri more likely to do what you want rather than say something that makes for a good joke, and it also makes you more likely to use Siri because you’ll repeat what actually works.



Siri Commands That Work Well For Me

• Open
– Any app (but not home screen icons that you add)

• Show
– A deeper view of some apps (notes, email, calendar, 
reminders, alarms)

• Action
– Carry out an action in some apps (write a note, 
reminder, calendar item, alarm, or email, call 
someone, get directions, search the web)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can think of Siri commands in three categories – open, show and action.Open commands simply launching the app – but not home screen icons that you add – more on that laterShow commands get you a deeper view of some key appsAnd action commands let you do something in an app



Siri Commands That Work Well For Me
Open and show command syntax:

• Open <app name>

• Show  notes/reminders/calendar/alarms/email
• Show notes/reminders/calendar/email  <month> <#>

• Show email  from <name>

• Alarm <time> AM/PM 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your mileage may vary, but this is a a good set of open and show Siri commands to start with. Take this page, practice using these commands with this wording until it becomes habit, and you’ll find yourself saving some steps throughout the day.Here are some examples that follow these patterns



Siri Commands That Work Well For Me
Open and show command examples:

• Open Safari 
• Open Settings

• Show Calendar
• Show Alarms
• Show Email January 5

• Show Email from Eric

• Alarm 3 PM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open Safari Open SettingsShow CalendarShow AlarmsShow Email January 5Show Email from EricAlarm 3 PM



Siri Commands That Work Well For Me
Action commands: 
• Note <anything>
• Add to Note ∙ <anything>

• Reminder <anything>
• Reminder/Calendar <time>  AM/PM ∙ <anything>
• Reminder/Calendar <time> AM/PM  tomorrow/next <day>/<month> <#> ∙ <anything>

• Set Alarm <time> AM/PM  

• Message/Email <Name>  
• Message/Email <Name> ∙ <anything>
• Call <Name>  home/work/mobile

• Directions Home/<anywhere>
• Nearby <anything
• Search Web/Wikipedia ∙ <anything>
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here’s a good set of action commands to start with.Again, take this page, practice using these commands with this wording until it becomes habit, and you’ll find yourself saving more steps throughout the day.A note about the syntax – slashes show choices, angle brackets are descriptions of what you can say. The dots mean you can stop in the middle so you can do this as one command or as two. This is useful for learning.



Siri Commands That Work Well For Me
Action command examples: 

• Note don’t forget to talk about notes
• Add to Note talk about reminders too
• Reminder 3 PM tomorrow  feed cat
• Calendar 12 o’clock Wednesday  lunch with Adam
• Set Alarm 3 PM

• Message Eric hi, how are you doing?
• Email Eric Gmail hi, how are you doing?

• Directions Cambridge Brewing Company
• Search Web tiger pictures
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a couple of tricky things about messaging and email.If you have existing message streams and you say a first name from one of them and there is no ambiguity, it will assume you are adding to an existing stream and it will say the last name of that person.So since I already have a thread going with Eric and I don’t have threads going with other Eric’s I can message Eric using just his first name:Message Eric hi, how are you doing?About email – if you have multiple addresses for a name Siri will prompt you to choose the right name. For someone you email a lot you can save a step by adding that address as a separate contact entry. I have Eric in as Eric Gmail. Email Eric Gmail hi, how are you doing?



Hey Siri

Hands‐free speech…
When your phone’s plugged in.

You can plug into the wall, car, your computer.

Say “Hey Siri” instead of doing a long press.

You don’t have to pause after saying hey Siri, for 
example “Hey Siri, open calendar”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second way of using speech on idevices is using the “Hey Siri” Command.This works when your phone is plugged in, including connected to the USB port of your computer.This is just another way of accessing the commands we talked about earlier. Think of “Hey Siri” as a long press. You can combine those first two words with the command, for example “Hey Siri, open calendar”.



Keyboard button settings: 
Settings/General/Keyboards
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third way of using speech on idevices is through the speech button on the keyboard.The button will show up if you have enabled dictation in Settings/General/Keyboards – make sure the button after the last entry, “Enable Dictation” is slid to the right so it is green.



Keyboard Speech Button
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The speech button shows up to the left of the on the system keyboard. Many alternative keyboards don’t retain the speech button. When you hit the button you’ll see a line that moves when you talk. You’ll see words appear on the screen. You can hit done when you’re done or wait until it turns off automatically because there is a silence or enough time has gone by.



Dictating text

Speak punctuation, line and 
paragraph commands 
without pausing.
Example: 
This is a grocery list period
did I leave anything off 
question mark 
new paragraph carrots new 
line cheese new line peanut 
butter
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dictating is fairly basic on the iPhone. You can speak punctuation, line and paragraph commands, but you can’t make changes or corrections by speech.Make sure to speak punctuation, line and paragraph commands without pausing.If you say the words in the example you get what appears on the screen.[Example:This is a grocery list period did I leave anything off question mark new paragraph carrots new line cheese new line peanut butter]



The Silent Option

The Sylencer microphone
talktech.com/speech‐recognition/

It’s not completely silent, but it lets you 
mumble unintelligibly. 

Downsides: you have to hold it to your 
mouth, and it’s not that comfortable, but it 
works when you need it
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not completely silent, but it lets you mumble unintelligibly.  It means you can use speech more comfortably and situations like airplanes and trains. I’ve used it taking minutes in a meeting.Downsides: you have to hold it to your mouth, and it’s not that comfortable, but it works when you need it

http://talktech.com/speech-recognition/


Peripherals
• Stylus R Us

Very soft touch stylus
http://beststylus.com/index.html

• SpiderMonkey phone and tablet stand
Helps the headdown problem
www.octa.com/products/spidermonkey.html

• A couple of futures: crowd funded wireless controllers
Flic: button  www.indiegogo.com/projects/flic‐the‐wireless‐smart‐
button
Flow: swipe, gesture, dial www.indiegogo.com/projects/flow‐the‐
world‐s‐most‐magical‐controller
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some other peripherals that are useful. The Stylus R Us styluses let you use a very soft touch. There’s no pull. They don’t hurt your hands.Handheld scientific makes the Bluetooth Keyboard Adapter, which you can plug any keyboard into that requires less than PLACEHOLDER of power. It uses a battery.

http://beststylus.com/index.html
http://www.octa.com/products/spidermonkey.html
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/flic-the-wireless-smart-button
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/flic-the-wireless-smart-button
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/flow-the-world-s-most-magical-controller
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/flow-the-world-s-most-magical-controller


Input Efficiency

• Steps
Think about workflow

• Cognitive effort 
– Do you have to correct computer errors? 
– How much attention do you need to pay to the input 
method to avoid garble you can’t decipher later?

– How well do built‐in shortcuts work with an input method?

• Stress
Do you lose work if you miss something?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you use Google Docs, make everything show up as a Google doc. I want to talk about different input methods. Think about the keyboard, speech and handwriting. When I’m typing on a regular computer keyboard, I might make mistakes, but they are my mistakes not the computers, and it’s usually not so garbled that I can’t figure it out. When I’m handwriting on a piece of paper, it might be sloppy, but I know when it’s getting sloppy, and it’s usually not so garbled that I can’t figure it out. When I’m using speech I have to watch the input into the computer because sometimes the computer makes a mistake, and when it does it’s not necessarily a mistake I can figure out. So I always have to watch to ensure that I’m really getting down what I’m thinking at that moment. The same is true of auto correcting keyboards and most handwriting recognition software. The computer can make mistakes that can render something unintelligible so it’s important to watch as you are doing the input to verify that it is correct and correct errors will you still remember what you said. This makes you have to think harder. 



Keyboard Silent Options

• Swype vs. Tap

• Stylus increases visibility, but can get lost

• Handwriting either changes on the fly or 
changes all at once and keeps a copy of the 
original 
– SmartNotes App lets you keep a copy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are at least two alternate keyboard options that let you do handwriting. But they change what you write on the fly. The handwriting app Smart Notes does not. It converts all at once. You can always go back to look at the original.  The key to using a handwriting application is to use a good stylus. This works for me when I’m not in a hurry. It doesn’t work as well when I’m in a hurry. It still faster to write notes on paper. But I think this is a good silent option if your hands are well enough to write.



Settings/General/Keyboard/Shortcuts
Use Shortcuts to increase keyboard input efficiency.

4 rules to keep things consistent:
• Stop typing when relatively 
unambiguous

• Skip apostrophes
• Hit a key twice for a common small 
word

• Use shorthand that you commonly 
use when handwriting
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Apps

• Timeshifting App
‐ AudioNote: recorder that automatically timestamps 
when you take notes; versions for iOS, Mac, PC

• Macro Apps
‐Workflow: macros for the iPhone
‐ Editorial: word processor with macros
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes I advise people to do things completely differently than they done before. This is a common scenario. Someone wants to carry a laptop into a conference room and sit down and take notes during the meeting because that’s what they’ve always done. They ask how to do this using speech. There are two answers. Strictly speaking, you can do pretty much what the person asked, put Dragon on the laptop, and use a silencer microphone. You can also use a silencer microphone with an iPad running a notes taking program. But this is usually the bad answer. Taking notes on the fly using speech even with a silencer microphone is more difficult than taking notes by typing. The cognitive effort is higher. Unless you are taking minutes that feed into a chat window that is read in real time – I’ve been in this situation and used the silencer to do this – you don’t need to spend so much cognitive effort.What’s usually a better alternative is to use something like AudioNote.Another way to increase efficiency is to use macros – make an efficient way to trigger a sequence of events that you do all at once fairly often. One caution you can get in trouble with macro programs because you can spend a lot of time setting things up. There are a couple of good apps that contain macros. 



AudioNote
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a couple of use of audio note.There are also versions for the PC in the Mac. You can share files via iCloud, dropbox or a wireless connection. The SALE method lets you do very little during the meeting so you can pay attention during the meeting. This also helps if you have hand problems – you can keep the typing iPad to almost nothing using this method. Type an “L” for look at later, “I” for information, “A” for action item and “S” for summary. You get a timestamp when you type anything, and you can also go back and click on anything you typed and the recording will rewind right to that spot.The PC version of AudioNote works the same way – you can click on one of the letters and then use Dragon to transcribe that bit of the recording right into the notepad. This way you can timeshift transcribing the bits of the meeting that are useful to when you not around people and can use speech input.



Workflow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Describe]



Editorial
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Describe]



Improving IOS Speech

• Request for the keyboard speech button
– Two key speech commands to change dictated text:

1. Select a number of words back, e.g. “1‐10 words”
2. Redo dictation, e.g. “Resume with <any words>”

• Requests for Siri
– “Open” command should open user‐created home screen icons 

(like those you can make using the Workflow app).
– Let the user manage a list of home screen icons that can be 

activated by voice

• Please pester Apple for these things
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apologies ahead of time for this slide. It’s my rant about speech on the iPhone.There’s a big gap in speech control on the iPhone. There’s no way to navigate text. It would be great to control the cursor more completely, navigating and selecting anything you wanted, and I’ll be disappointed if we don’t eventually get that. But in the short term if we just had two things that would be much much easier to keep your hands off the iPhone while dictating.We need a way to select a number of words back by speech – we need to be able to say “5 Words” and then speak again to replace those last five words.Another useful thing along these lines is the classic dictation command “Resume with any words”.Both would be great, but if we had either one of these, it would be much easier to dictate without having to use your hands.I also have a request for Siri – I mentioned this earlier. It would be great if the open command opens user created home screen icons.One other more general thing about speech commands. I think it’s important to give users a good default set of commands, but also give users the ability to change the default, along the line of the text expander keyboard shortcuts that idevices already allow you to do. What’s also important for both the text expander and any speech options, is the ability to save and share the options.



Keep in mind

You have to be connected to use Siri. If you don’t 
have a cell or wifi connection it doesn’t work. Your 
query is going out to a server, which is interpreting 
the speech and sending back the answer. If those 
servers are slammed there will be delays.

Another improvement to speech that I’m watching 
for is local speech. This is also something to pester 
Apple about. In theory the idevice processor is 
powerful enough to do local speech. 

(Check for local speech: put your phone in airplane 
mode and see if you can dictate.)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have to be connected to use Siri. If you don’t have a cell connection it doesn’t work. Your query is going out to a server and coming back. If those servers are slammed there will be delays.Another improvement to speech that I’m watching for is local speech. This is also something to pester Apple about. In theory the processor is powerful enough to do local speech. 



Every input method can be overdone

– Pay attention to how you feel
– Keep hydrated
– Take breaks, move around
– Tai Chi and yoga help
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s also important to remember that every input method can be overdone. The matter what you’re using and no matter how efficient it is, pay attention to how you feel, keep hydrated, take breaks and make sure you move around.



Siri and Beyond:
Using Speech and More to Control your iOS Device
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617‐325‐3966

kim.patch@gmail.com
www.redstartsystems.com

Coming soon: www.patchontech.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions?I’m about to launch a blog, and you can sign up there now to be on the very infrequent email list. There will be an email when it launches.Feel free to email me, with questions or with new apps or peripherals that make idevices more efficient or less hand intensive.

mailto:kim.patch@gmail.com
http://www.redstartsystems.com/
http://www.patchontech.com/
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